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FISCAL
OVERVIEW

BIA
Method and Basis of Levy

Revenue

The proposed method and basis of levyingthe assessment to allow each business
owner to estimate the amount of the
assessment to be levied against his or her
business are set forth according to City of
Costa Mesa Ordinance 95-9, and as
follows:

A three percent (3%) levy will be assessed
against each of the 11 hotels listed in the an
nual report, based on the net revenue from
the sale of overnight room stays.

The BIA assessment will be used to fund
Travel Costa Mesa (TCM). The organiza tion will fund marketing efforts to promote
tourism in Costa Mesa and will sponsor
related tourist events that benefit the hotel
and motel businesses within the City.
The improvements and marketing to be
funded by this assessment are outlined in
the annual report.

Business owners shall pay the assessment
to the Costa Mesa City Finance
Department on a monthly basis. A penalty
and interest shall be assessed on late
payments.
New hotel and motel businesses that are
interested in participating in the BIA should
contact the City and Travel Costa Mesa.
This is a voluntary program for hotel
partners.

FISCAL YEAR 2017/2018
Travel Costa Mesa is forecasting a budget of $2.72M for fiscal year
ending June 2018. As of February 2018, BIA funds are at $1,790,637.75.
The following represent the primary expense projects for the current
fiscal year:

ART/ Transportation
Total Administrative Expenses
Total Employess Expenses
Total Marketing Expenses
SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Travel Costa Mesa Hotel Partners
Hotel

Property Address

Business Owner

Property Owner

Avenue of the Arts Hotel

3350 Avenue of the Arts
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Rosanna Inc.
3350 Avenue of the Arts
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Rosanna Inc.
3350 Avenue of the Arts
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Ayres Hotel & Suites

325 Bristol St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Newport Country Inn &
Suites, Inc.
355 Bristol St., Suite A
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Newport Country Inn &
Suites, Inc.
355 Bristol St., Suite A
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

2642 Newport Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

James Hsuen
& Shang-Pu Lee
2642 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

James Hsuen
& Shang-Pu Lee
2642 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Hilton

3050 Bristol St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Ashford TRS CM LLC
14185 Dallas Parkway
Suite 1100
Dallas, TX 75254

Remington Lodging
& Hospitality LP
14185 Dallas Parkway
Suite 1100
Dallas, TX 75254

Crowne Plaza

3131 Bristol St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Brighton Management
1901 Main Street
Suite 150
Irvine, CA 92614

Bright Bristol Street, LLC
3131 Bristol Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Holiday Inn Express
& Suites

2070 Newport Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Narendra B. Patel
2070 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Narendra B. Patel
2070 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Marriot

500 Anton
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Marriott International
10400 Fernwood Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20817

HEI Hotels & Resorts
101 Merritt 7 Corporate
Park 1st Floor
Norwalk, CT 06851

Ramada Inn & Suites

1680 Superior Ave
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

B.D. Inn Inc./Ramada Ltd.
1680 Superior Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

B.D. Inn Inc./Ramada Ltd.
1680 Superior Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Residence Inn by Marriott

881 Baker St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Marriott International
10400 Fernwood Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20817

BRE Select Hotels Corp.
Dallas, TX

The Westin
South Coast Plaza

686 Anton Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Host Hotels & Resorts
6903 Rockledge Dr.
Suite 1500
Bethesda, MD 20817

CJ Segerstrom & Sons
c/o South Coast Plaza
686 Anton Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

BLD Hotel

2430 Anton Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Hollywood Corner Inc.
2430 Newport Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Shyamal Patel
16609 Honeybee Dr
Tustin, CA 92782

Best Western Plus
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Welcoming the LA Chargers from San Diego to Costa Mesa in 2017 along
with the reinvented outdoor venue of the Argyros Plaza at Segerstrom
Center for the Arts have added a great deal of excitement to the City of
the Arts®. An explosion of culinary offerings over the past five years is
enhancing a diverse restaurant scene, inspiring an Eatcation™ campaign.
South Coast Plaza celebrating its 50th anniversary with a variety of yearlong
festivities and limited edition merchandise presented even more reasons to
shop and dine at the center. Transportation options that are complimentary
for our guests, such as the ART shuttle route expanding to include The LAB
and The CAMP as well as Segerstrom Center for the Arts, are making it even
more convenient for guests to get around Costa Mesa to experience all that
the city has to offer. These great new offerings are a few examples of the
thriving environment the City of the Arts® experienced this past year.
The allure of visiting California continues to be high. The Golden State
remains the number one destination in the United States, welcoming close to
270 million guests in 2016. Orange County visitation has also increased to
over 48 million visitors. With the completion of the Anaheim Convention
Center’s 200,000 square feet of event space in 2017 and the
much-anticipated Star Wars® Land opening in Anaheim in 2019, Orange
County has good reason to believe these visitation numbers will continue to
grow.
Travel Costa Mesa’s (TCM) staff will continue to strategically innovate and
build on the city’s foundation as the City of the Arts™. Partnerships with social
media influencers/bloggers magnify our targeted messaging relating to
dining, shopping and the arts. Several new initiatives have been implemented
this year. TCM created a Chef Series Spotlight video campaign highlighting
11 favorite dishes from around our city that generated over 102,000 views
(and counting). With the addition of Visit California’s new culinary and arts
pillar, TCM is poised to elevate the Eatcation™ campaign with new content
and itineraries geared towards this growing niche of travel. In an effort to
expand our China brand awareness, we partnered with Brand USA to create
our first video in Mandarin to attract overnight visitors while visiting Southern
California. Continuation of a successful China initiative with the Orange
County Visitors Association, a refreshed visitor guide, partner email
newsletter, refreshed website pages, a brand awareness study and plans to
create a multi-day culinary event are just some of the initiatives the team has
been focused on.
Everyone benefits from a robust tourism industry. It is an economic engine
that drives business, creates jobs and tax revenues. Our job at TCM is to
create and increase brand awareness to leisure, transient overnight travelers.
The story we tell about our destination must inspire and create preference in
a highly competitive market. Each year the TCM team strives to create
successful, new and exciting initiatives. The following pages were designed to
give a recap of the current tourism climate and our efforts as a destination
marketing organization for the city of Costa Mesa.
Paulette Lombard-Fries
President, Travel Costa Mesa
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SNAPSHOT OF U.S. TRAVEL FACTS
In 2016 direct spending from domestic and leisure travel generated $683.1 billion up from $650.8 in
2015. There were 1.7 billion leisure trips taken by U.S. residents in 2016, which is flat to the year, prior.
Business travelers from the U.S. took 457.4 million trips in 2016 up two million from 2015. Direct
spending from domestic and international travelers was over $307 billion compared to $293 billion in
2015.
International travel to the U.S. declined in 2016 to 75.6 million people compared to 77.5 million in
2015. Overseas visitation was approximately 37.6 million (38.4 million in 2015) with 38 million from
Canada and Mexico (39.1 million in 2015). Although both categories of visitation numbers to the
U.S. have dropped, the overseas markets still accounts for 85.3 percent of the total international
travel spend which averages $4,360 per person which is a decrease of $40 compared to the year prior.

Top 5 Forecasted High Growth
Travel Markets Thru 2021
Arrivals %
Change ‘21/’15

DID YOU
KNOW?

China

121

157.8 BILLON

India

72

Argentina

50

South Korea

43

Japan

40

Origin of Visitor

Each U.S. household would pay
more in taxes
without the tax revenue generated
by travel and tourism

Tax revenue generated
by travel spending for
local, state, and federal
governments

2.7%

Percentage of nation’s gross
domestic product (GDP)
attributed to travel and tourism

1 OUT OF 9

U.S. jobs that depend on
travel and tourism
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California remains a highly desirable
destination to travelers in the U.S. as
well as internationally. Even though
the country has seen a decline in
international visitation, California,
specifically Los Angeles, has not. In
fact, according to an article written in
January 2018 from Tourism Review
News, the greater L.A. area
experienced an increase in travelers,
welcoming 48.3 million, which is up
1 million compared to 2016.
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California welcomed more than 270
million travelers compared to 258
million the year prior. Spending related
to travel hit an all-time high of over
$126 billion compared to $122.5 billion
in 2015, according to Visit California’s
Year in Review report 2016-2017. State
and local tax revenue hit a record $10.3
billion. Over 1.1 million jobs were
supported by the travel industry.

International Visitor Spending
SOURCE: CENSUS, US DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
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AIRLIFT CONTINUES TO EXPAND
FOR THE GOLDEN STATE
In 2017, there were 112,000 direct international flights into California, which is almost an 11 percent increase
compared to 2016. That translates into 25.7 million seats, which is almost an increase of 11 percent compared to
the prior year.
International traffic to California airports increased 6.4 percent from January through September 2017.
Domestic airport traffic increased 4.5 percent for the same time period.
John Wayne Airport statistics show an overall drop in passenger traffic for 2017 due to international flights.
According to John Wayne Airport December 2017 statistics, there were 10,423,578 passengers at SNA in 2017.
This represents a decrease of -0.7 percent compared to 2016. Total international passenger change was -37.3
percent for 2017. In 2017, 1,095 international flights arrived into JWA from Mexico and Canada. In 2016, 2,913
international flights arrived into JWA from Mexico and Canada, over a 50% decrease year over year.

PICTURE OF JOHN
WAYNE AIRPORT
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TOURISM IN OC
Direct travel spending in Orange County accounted for $13 billion in 2016
and $2.4 billion in sales, lodging and other taxes and fees for local, state and
federal governments according to Tourism and Economics report for 2016
commissioned by the Orange County Visitors Association. This study
conducted by Adam Sacks, revealed that close to 176,000 jobs were supported
by tourism, which breaks down to about 1 in 13 jobs in the county.

TOURISM EMPLOYMENT INTENSITY BY INDUSTRY
Orange County Direct Jobs as a Share of Total by Industry, %
(SOURCE: TOURISM ECONOMICS)

Lodging- 94.6
Recreation- 45.2
Food & Beverage- 33.7
Retail- 7.6
Total Economy- 5.8
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VISITOR STATISTICS
Air $102.5m
Lodging $3169.1m

Food $3051.4m

Transportation (Local)
$464.2m

Retail $3010.4m
Recreation $3032.2m

SOURCES: CIC RESEARCH, TOURISM ECONOMICS

The County welcomed over 48 million
visitors in 2016, which is up 1.9 percent
compared to 2015. International travelers
represented 4.4 million, an increase of
3.9 percent compared to the year prior.
Top three international guests that visited
OC are Canada, China and Mexico.
Japan, United Kingdom and Australia
round out the top six international source
markets to OC according to VisaVue,
Tourism Economics report conducted by
the Orange County Visitors Association
for 2016.

Market

Occupancy

Rate

California

75.3%
no change

$161.80
+2.1%

Orange County

77.9%
-0.4%

$156.54
+3.9%

Costa Mesa

80.8%
+0.2%

$147.18
+2.5%

Source: Smith Travel Research, Inc. (STR)
Costa Mesa numbers reflect 10 of the 11 hotel partners that report to STR
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NEW SUPPLY IN THE OC
Over the last two years, 2,700 new hotel rooms were going to be added to
Orange County’s supply. A few of those projects are now scheduled to be
completed in 2018, which include the expansion of the Hilton Huntington
Beach Waterfront Resort with 152 rooms, Autograph Collection Lido House
in Newport Beach with 130 rooms, Hyatt House with 149 rooms and a
Hampton Inn & Suites with 101 rooms both in Irvine. As noted by CBRE in
their lodging report for Orange County through November 2017, revenue
per available room (RevPAR) is expected to grow 2 percent. The supply is
forecasted to be greater than the growth in demand.

ECONOMIC IMPACT TO COSTA MESA
The business of tourism fuels the economy for the city of Costa Mesa.
According to the adopted Operating and Capital Improvement Budget from
the city of Costa Mesa, transient occupancy tax (TOT) for fiscal year ending
June 2018 is estimated at $9.3 million, which is an increase of 6.6 percent
year-over-year. Last fiscal year; TOT was projected at $8.73 million. This TOT
is collected from hotel guests that stay for 30 days or less. The TOT is
currently 8 percent of a guest’s overnight hotel rate. One hundred percent of
the TOT goes directly into the city’s general fund and represents 7.4 percent.
Transient occupancy tax is the fourth-largest revenue generator for the city.
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CALIFORNIA’S TOP INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
The forecast for international travel to California for 2017 is expected to be slightly down by 0.1
percent. However, overseas travel to California is expected to increase 2.5 percent in 2017 and
over 4 percent in 2018. The forecasted decrease for 2017 in overall international travel to the
state can be attributed to on overall decrease from Mexico and Canada.

CANADA

California welcomed an estimated 1.5 million visitors in 2016, which is down from 1.6 million in 2015. However, in
2017 California estimates those numbers to increase back up to 1.6 million visitors. Our friends to the north spend
an estimated $1,200 per trip (those who travel by air) down about $100 from 2015. Top reasons for travel to
California include vacation and holiday and 18 percent travel with children. In 2017 there were 381 weekly nonstop
flights to California according to DIIO. Canadian leisure travelers are searching for beaches, historical sites,
shopping and culinary experiences.

CHINA

In 2009, China was California’s 7th ranked overseas market. Today, it’s number one, with over 1 million visiting the
Golden State in 2016. Projections indicate 1.4 million visitors will have visited California in 2017 with spending
hitting over $3 billion. China’s expanding economy, overall easing of visa restrictions and airlift continue to help
visitation numbers grow worldwide.
Booking timeframes are typically 1-3 months for over 70 percent of travelers. Online travel agencies and airlines
make up the majority of booking to California. Tour operators and travel agents book more than 30 percent of travel.

China Airlift

2014

2017

Weekly Nonstop
Flights to CA

77

150

Weekly Seats

22,944

43,.696

The amount of new flight routes added from China to California continues to expand rapidly. Over the past year, 40
new routes were added. There are now 150 weekly nonstop flights with 43,696 available seats. Beginning in spring 2018,
China Airlines will launch 4 direct flights per week from Taiwan to Ontario International Airport.

MEXICO

]Mexico remains the number one international market for California representing more than 40 percent of all
international travel. In 2016, a projected 7.9 million guests visited California, up from 7.8 million the year before.
Guests flying into California accounted for 552,000, down from 554,000 in 2015. Visitation forecasts for 2017 are at
7.71 million. Areas of opportunity within this market include taking advantage of extended holiday weekends and
experiential travel. The average spend is under one thousand dollars per guest (those that fly).
Since 2012, airlift to California increased over 50 percent. Although there were 652 weekly nonstop flights into
California, direct flights from Mexico City and Guadalajara were cancelled from John Wayne Airport, Orange County
(SNA) in 2017. The cost of port of entry has been a factor for the airport and airline companies who want to serve
these destinations. In November of 2017, the airport submitted a request to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
for Port of Entry status.
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PARTNERSHIPS

VISIT CALIFORNIA
California is the number one travel destination in the
United States. With over twenty years of experience,
they are the only organization that provides a statewide
platform for the Golden State. Visit California focuses
on promoting the brand domestically and to 13
international travel markets around the world.
Travel Costa Mesa is just one of more than 100
destination marketing organizations to which Visit
California provides research, marketing and networking
opportunities. This past August, the team at TCM
traveled to Sacramento to present to the staff at Visit
California just what the City of the Arts™ has to offer.
Chef Amar Santana, Segerstrom Center for the Arts
and South Coast Plaza joined the presentation to raise
awareness about the city. Throughout the year, TCM
also partners with Visit California in creating travel and
trade familiarization trips and PR opportunities domestically
and internationally.

ORANGE COUNTY VISITORS ASSOCIATION
As the only visitor organization that promotes all of OC,
the Orange County Visitors Association has been a key
partner for TCM for the past 6 years. OCVA provides
brand marketing on behalf of the region, research,
collective industry advocacy and educational opportunities
for their members. Marketing opportunities for TCM this
year included exposure in travel shows such as “Samantha
Brown’s Places to Love,” the San Francisco OMG OC
branding campaign, a sales mission trip to China, media
exposure and familiarization trips for editors from the Pacific
Northwest.

COMPONENTS OF OCVA’S
GLOBAL SALES & MARKETING
STRATEGY
Public relations
In-country websites
Social Media
Familiarization Trips
Sales Missions
Trade Shows
Agent Training
Media Initiative
Airline Strategies
Promotions
OTS Strategies
MICE Strategies
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ANAHEIM RESORT TRANSPORTATION
As we enter into the third year of partnership with the Anaheim Resort Transportation group,
ridership numbers continue to substantially grow year over year. This shuttle transportation
service allows guests from our 11 partnering hotels to conveniently visit the Disneyland® Resort.
Guests staying in Anaheim can also utilize this shuttle and ride to South Coast Plaza and enjoy
shopping and the various dining options in the area.
As of July 2017, the city was awarded a grant, which enabled the existing service route to be
extended. A complimentary midday, intracity extension is available where guests can explore
The LAB and CAMP as well as the campus of Segerstrom Center for the Arts.
TOTAL RIDERSHIP COSTA MESA/ANAHEIM ROUTE:

2017: 11,115
2016: 7,386
2015: 2,111
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MARKETING OVERVIEW

International Marketing Efforts
TCM focuses primarily on the domestic market,
but has partnered with OCVA on a variety of
international initiatives. Nearly 25 percent of
visitors to Costa Mesa are from countries outside
of the United States. For the past few years, we
have worked on marketing Costa Mesa to the
Chinese free independent traveler (FIT) as well
as the meetings and incentive markets (MICE).
As noted in the pages above, the Chinese market
has grown substantially over the last ten years, and
California projects an estimated 1.4 million people
to visit the state in 2017. Continued growth is
expected.
Travel Costa Mesa continues to invest in a
dedicated Orange County, California-sponsored
page along with other destination marketing
organizations, Disneyland® and Brand USA. The
purpose is to build brand awareness of Costa
Mesa as an overnight Orange County leisure
destination. This marketing strategy continues to
be successful in booking room nights to our
partnering hotels.

As we continue into year number two with the
MICE initiative, we continue to see bookings
and great potential from this program. OCVA
retains dedicated sales managers in Beijing selling
on behalf of our city, South Coast Plaza, Disneyland,
Anaheim and Newport Beach.
Last year TCM participated in an OCVA Mexico
sales mission trip along with South Coast Plaza,
Disneyland, Anaheim, and Huntington Beach. Sales
calls, trade and media presentations attracted about
200 tourism executives.
As of 2018, TCM will look to partner with Visit
California as the OCVA initiative has been put on
hold. We look forward to other initiatives that give
us the opportunity to share our destination with the
millions of travelers that visit the state annually.

CHINA:

Social Media: WeChat
Online: TravelCostaMesa.cn,
Visit the OC, Ctrip
Sales Manager and PR:
Destination sales-Shanghai
1.5 Sales Managers in Beijing
Email Newsletter:
Quarterly-sent to sales teams
& database of customers

CANADA

Social Media: Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter
Online: TravelCostaMesa.com
Email Newsletter:
Monthly

BAHRAIN, KUWAIT,
UAE, SAUDI ARABIA,
QATAR, OMAN
Social Media: Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter
Online: In country websites:
UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar,
Oman through OCVA
Sales Manager and PR:
Destination Team & PR in Dubai
Email Newsletter:
Monthly- sent to sales team
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Travel Trends Within the Millenial Generation
Understanding the habits and areas of interest for the Millennial generation will assist TCM in
effective marketing strategies aimed to the largest living generation on earth. The Millennial
generation is defined as anyone born between 1981 and 1996. There are 80 million Millennials
in the U.S. alone and 2 billion in the world according to AT Kearney, Where are the Global
Millenials. This generation has surpassed the population of Baby Boomers.
Millenials in the U.S. will take 2.6 trips per person each year and those with families will take
even more. American women in this same category will take over 3 trips per year. Forty-four
percent of Millenials are traveling with kids. This generation will also vacation by themselves.
Many articles in 2017, such as those in Conde Nast Traveler and Vogue, have highlighted this
segment of travel with safety tips and best vacation ideas.

TOP ACTIVITIES FOR MILENNIAL FAMILIES:
1. Dining
2. Attractions (zoos, theme parks, aquariums)

According to an Insights West report from 2017, urban destinations and visiting a beach resort
top the Millenial travel list. Safety and cost are noted as key factors in their decision-making
process of where to vacation. But dining was cited as the most enjoyable activity. A variety of
options, unique atmosphere and quality of food are influential factors. They want to learn and
experience new things. Millenials prefer full-service hotels, and the majority will book their
reservations on travel websites (64 percent) followed by booking directly on the hotel’s website.
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MARKETING

WHAT’S NEW

o Website Updates & Plans

o Updated multiple high-visit pages with new designs
o Added blog to Chinese site
o Revamping map experience to more interactive neighborhood tours
o Brand USA Native Traveler Video
o Travel Costa Mesa partnered with Brand USA to create a Costa Mesa
video specifically for the Chinese market.
o Content will be live on http://www.GoUSA.cn
o 1 video (in Chinese) that will be on Youku
o A 500-word in-language article will accompany each video and
will be located in the Experiences section of the website
o Meetings and Incentive Video In progress April 2018
o Content Marketing Program
o Costa Mesa Chef spotlight
o Foodbeast campaign
o Eatcation™ development
o New Eatcation logo
o TCM on TV
o Social influencers
o New Collateral
o Things to Do in OC (Simplified Chinese)
o Costa Mesa Visitor Guide 2017
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Travel Costa Mesa’s marketing strategy continues to
educate our audience to where Costa Mesa is g
eographically, top attractions for visitors to experience,
and positioning in central Orange County. Travel Costa
Mesa’s primary goal is to increase leisure overnight stays
with consistent messaging in all marketing campaigns
around the core tourism drivers of shopping, dining
and the arts/theater.
To find out more about what those in our target markets
knew about the city, TCM initiated a Costa Mesa Brand
Awareness Survey. MMGY Global conducted an online
survey of 500 California residents from July 19-23, 2017.
All respondents were at least 24 years of age. Four
hundred respondents reside in Los Angeles or San Diego
counties, while 100 respondents reside in northern
California counties. What we learned was that 83% of
respondents were aware of Costa Mesa, but not as familiar
with its offerings. While 62% of those surveyed did associate
the city with upscale shopping, only 44% recognized its
emerging food scene and only 28% knew about its theater
district. It became clear that we needed to focus more on
the City of the Arts™ brand and its shopping, arts and
dining strengths.
In 2017, TCM shifted to a stronger brand-based marketing
strategy rather than an excessively promotional approach.
We decreased the number of tactical (promotional)
marketing campaigns to two rather than three, allocating
more of our budget to an “always-on”, brand-centric
approach to maintain website traffic numbers, while
continuing to introduce Costa Mesa to new markets
interested in travel for shopping, dining and the arts.
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TACTICAL MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
TCM ran two tactical (promotion-based) campaigns in 2017.
Dine on Us – Stay 2 nights and receive a $100 gift certificate to restaurants at SOCO & The OC Mix

The Dine on Us campaign
ran from April 5 to May 29,
2017. It was the first of its
kind in that it merged awareness
messaging with a tactical offer.
It also introduced SOCO
and The OC Mix to potential
visitors by offering a gift
certificate for a variety of
its restaurants.

Dine on Us
Campaign Highlights
7.7 million impressions
69,893 sessions to site
1,068 total leads to hotels

Indulge in Style – Stay 2 nights and receive a $100 gift certificate to South Coast Plaza
We launched the “Indulge in Style” campaign for the holidays, offering a $100 South Coast Plaza gift certificate with
a 2-night Costa Mesa hotel stay through Jan. 7, 2018. We focused on a holiday shopping theme, keeping our ads
fashion-forward and stylish to attract the discerning holiday shopper.

Metric

Result

Total Media
Impressions

44,945,849

Total Myriad Secured
Coverage Impressions

1,134,438

Total Myriad
Secured Ad Value

$29,523.63

Indulge Campaign
Highlights:
7 million impressions
17,300 sessions to site
2,294 total leads to hotels
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Partnership with Tesloop
Along with advertising on platforms such as Adara and Quantcast, and along with a shopping series
highlighting top fashion and personal care picks for the holidays at South Coast Plaza, we engaged in
a pilot partnership with Tesloop, a service providing city-to-city rides in a fleet of fully-electric Tesla
vehicles on routes from LA and SD.
Tesloop promoted our offer to their marketing list, created routes specifically dropping riders off at
participating Costa Mesa hotels, and also wrapped their vehicles with Costa Mesa decals through
February 2018.

Chef Spotlight Series
We started a monthly “Chef Spotlight” series where we feature a different Costa Mesa chef preparing
one of their favorite dishes. Our goal going forward is to increase the numbers of video on our sites
and also in our social presence. Videos are posted on YouTube and Facebook, with social media
support across all channels. In 2017, we created 11 videos receiving more than 102,200 views.
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FoodBeast
For the first time, TCM partnered with Foodbeast, a popular food and drink blog founded in 2008.
The blog has been referred to as the “TMZ of Food News.” Foodbeast has over 4.7 million Facebook
followers and 617,000 Instagram followers.
TCM filmed three videos with Foodbeast – two “Foodbeast Approved” videos where one chef and
restaurant are featured in each, and one called “Chomping Grounds,” which features a great foodie
neighborhood visited by a local foodie blogger. The “Foodbeast Approved” videos were done at
Vaca and The Crack Shack, featuring Costa Mesa’s two Bravo Top Chefs, Amar Santana and Richard
Blais. The “Chomping Grounds” video featured 5 restaurants on Costa Mesa’s Westside: Boathouse
Collective, Wild Goose Tavern, Sidecar Doughnuts, Oak and Coal and Catalina Fish Kitchen.
The campaign was a big success with over 2.7 million video views.
Foodbeast Campaign
Highlights:
Over 14.8mm+ campaign impressions
Over 2.7mm+ video views
Over 349K+ social engagements
(comments, likes, shares, etc.)
Over 35 PR content syndications including
Huffington Post, Taste of Home, PopSugar,
Culture Trip, Spoon University, Delish,
Food52, Playbuzz, Daily Meal and more

Eatcation™
TCM began the process of trademarking the term
Eatcation™ in 2016. With the huge increase in foodie
tourism, TCM will continue to build marketing
campaignsfocused around food and the diverse and
delicious culinary offerings of the city. We developed
a logo, added to foodie pics we post on social media.
We created an Eatcation™ page with traffic driven
to it from blogs, content marketing and our native
content marketing ads driven from those interested
in food and dining.
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TCM ON TV
“The Harry Show”: Mother’s Day Giveaway
“The Harry Show” is hosted by singer/songwriter, Harry Connick Jr. Produced in New York City, the
show has earned five Daytime Emmy nominations and a Critic’s Choice Award nomination for Best
Talk Show and averages over one million viewers daily on this hour-long program.
In May 2018, “The Harry Show” will feature programming focused on moms in honor of Mother’s Day.
Travel Costa Mesa had the opportunity to provide a trip to be given away on air to one lucky mom in
the audience. Together with The Westin South Coast Plaza and South Coast Plaza, we put together
a luxurious travel experience to visit Costa Mesa.
Harry Connick Jr. Stats: [for reference]
2017 Critics' Choice Award Nomination for Best Talk Show
5 Daytime Emmy Award Nominations including
“Outstanding Entertainment Talk Show Host”
Harry averages over 1 million viewers daily
Facebook – 1,411,012 fans
Twitter – 383,275 followers
Instagram – 541,000 followers
YouTube – 25,916,502 views

The Travel Mom
Emily Kaufman, The Travel Mom, conducted a broadcast media tour in January to promote the
RX for Post-Holiday Stress concept in Phoenix, Las Vegas and Denver, with a bonus audience in
the Chicago market. This was Emily’s second visit to Costa Mesa, with a previous campaign
promoting a weekend escape in 2016.
The Travel Mom Campaign Highlights
Broadcast tour: Phoenix, Las Vegas, Denver
and Chicago to promote Costa Mesa and
Orange County during the winter months
Partners: South Coast Plaza, Visit Buena Park,
Visit Huntington Beach
Results: 20:14 minutes airtime; 154,324 viewers;
Media Value - $63,540
Facebook Giveaway: 2-night stay in CM,
Gift Cert to SCP; Attractions in BP and HB
Facebook Results: 2,154 likes; 10,151 views of video;
72,059 people reached; 783 comments
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yoloTX – Regional Television Show in Texas
Costa Mesa was featured on yoloTX on a TV show
in Texas, along with Buena Park and Irvine. The
theme of the show was to highlight what Orange
County had to offer besides “beaches and mouse
ears.” YoloTX is shown on 14 broadcast TV stations
(ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX and CW), in 13 markets
available in 91% of Texas households.

“Samantha

Brown’s Places to Love”

Having previously hosted a television series on the Travel
Channel, she is one of America’s favorite travelers. Samantha
Brown has created her own brand and brings her sense of
warmth and adventure to the screen. In her new series, “Places
to Love,” Samantha gets to the emotional heart of travel by
finding the people who are changing, challenging and
strengthening a destination to deliver a decidedly refreshing
and personal travel experience. Air locally on KOCE-TV and
nationally on PBS, Costa Mesa and five other Orange County
cities will be featured on her show airing in spring 2018.
As the United States’ most trusted public institution, PBS is
the 5th most watched network among
both broadcast and cable with more than
80% of all TV households watching PBS
during the course of a year.
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CONTENT MARKETING
Between maintaining a robust website of content, and sharing relevant and
new information on social media each day, the Travel Costa Mesa blog is a
valuable news outlet for publishing new, creative, and relatable content that
our consumers will find on our own platforms, as well as when searching the
internet. Since February 2017, 13 targeted blogs were published through
Taboola – a native advertising/content platform that helps deliver content
targeted to specific audiences with interest in topics relative to TCM’s
marketing pillars of shopping, dining and the arts.

Averaging 7,500 clicks per month back to TCM website, these blogs
generated 71,695,310 million impressions. Some of the most popular pieces
of content based on clicks were in June and July 2017 on the OC Fair and
free things to do in Orange County.
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STUMBLE UPON
StumbleUpon is a discovery engine (a form of web
search engine) that finds and recommends web
content to its users. Its features allow users to
discover and rate Web pages, photos and videos
that are personalized to their tastes and interests
using peer-sourcing and social-networking
principles.*
TCM began a native content marketing program
with StumbleUpon in September 2017. As a social networking site which allows its users to customize
its content, TCM content marketing allows targeting of visitors based on their personal interests,
location and more. Because users can be driven directly to TCM’s site to read relevant content,
engagement is high. StumbleUpon was the fifth-highest traffic driver to the site in 2017 after just
3 months.

* from Wikipedia

OCVA PARTNERSHIP
Through a partnership with OCVA for the past three years,
TCM hotels have been represented on Ctrip, one of the
largest OTAs in China. Travel Costa Mesa continues to
invest on a dedicated Orange County, California sponsored
page along with other destination management organizations,
Disneyland and Brand USA. The purpose is to build brand
awareness of Costa Mesa as an overnight, leisure Orange
County destination. Orange County as a destination is
growing significantly in China. Over the past year, 10 of our
11 hotels were listed on this site. In 2017, TCM participating
hotels booked just over a 353% increase in room nights
over 2016.
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North America Initiative
Travel Costa Mesa joined OCVA’s North America
Initiative in 2015 to jointly target domestic
markets that are interested in traveling to Orange
County. Along with a social media campaign, in
October TCM hosted six travel bloggers as part
of the OCVA Style FAM. The bloggers hailed
from cities in the Pacific Northwest including Portland,
OR; Seattle, WA and western Canada.

NORTH AMERICA
INITIATIVE RESULTS

San Francisco Initiative
For the second year in a row, TCM participated in the
OMG OC San Francisco campaign. This was a brand
awareness campaign directed to the San Francisco,
Oakland and San Jose markets. The campaign was
slated to run November 2017-January 2018, but ran in
December with influencer visits, with the full campaign
launching in January.

SAN FRANCISCO
INITIATIVE RESULTS
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WEBSITE OVERVIEW

In 2017,

TravelCostaMesa.com

305,215
HAD

new user
sessions of which

91.5%

25
20
15
10
5
0
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

were new visitors

8.5%
AND

WERE

returning
visitors.

Female
55.6%

Male
44.4%
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WEBSITE OVERVIEW CONTINUED
Web Traffic Sessions
By Country
Canada
1.5%

United
States
88.2%

By State
California
64.39%

All
Others
Combined
5.8%

Illinois
2.02%

Top 10 Viewed Pages
1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Home page
.OC Fair 2017
Dine On Us (tactical campaign)
Calendar
Indulge (Tactical campaign)
Hotels Page
OC Fair blog (content mktg.)
SCP 100 (previous year tactical
campaign thru Jan 2017)

9. OC Fair Hotels page
10. Arts and Recreation page

Top 3 Cities Outside
of Orange County
Los Angeles

Arizona
2.9%
New York
2.32%

Texas
4.8%

Traffic

San Diego
San Francisco

January - December 2016

January - December 2017

YOY+ %

Total users

249,828

300,439

20.26%

Unique page views

398,846

497,861

24.83%

Sessions

296,285

351,552

18.65%

0:19

1:14

289.31%

Avg. time on page
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is an invaluable way for Travel Costa Mesa to maintain direct engagement with our
audience. We take the opportunity to share current events, great pictures, video and more with our
users to increase brand awareness and enhance knowledge of the City of the Arts®.

Travel Costa Mesa on Social

12,912 followers

5,012 fans

1,988 followers

Overall increase of 7.70% YOY

Instagram
Top
Shots
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Social Media Influencers
In 2017, TCM began working with social media influencers to expand our brand reach on various social
platforms in a grassroots manner. TCM chose a variety of bloggers in the travel, dining and
shopping/fashion arenas, via direct partnership or in conjunction with OCVA, to promote great hotels,
shopping, dining and attractions in the city. We will continue to flesh out the influencer program in 2018
to find bloggers and social media influencers in their field to become brand ambassadors.
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RevLocal® Social Media and Content Marketing Blog 2018

91 percent of social media

users access social platforms
on mobile devices

79 percent of all

Internet users have a
Facebook account

Instagram is expected to

32 percent
market penetration to 47

grow from a

percent by 2020

21.5

80

Nearly
percent of
online traffic will be video
content in 2018

Approximately
billion blog posts are viewed
on WordPress (blogging and
website content management
system) each month

84 percent of

Millennials do not
trust traditional
advertising
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IPW
U.S. Travel Association’s annual premier
international marketplace was hosted in
Washington D.C. in June 2017. More than
6,000 buyers, suppliers and media
attended from domestic and international
markets. Travel Costa Mesa together with
Avenue of the Arts Hotel, BLVD Hotel
and The Westin South Coast Plaza conducted 40
individual meetings. As a result of the show, $66,234
in room revenue was actualized for our participating
hotel partners.

OC MARATHON 2017
Travel Costa Mesa was again a sponsor of
the annual OC Marathon, with a goal to
attract visitors from outside of Orange
County running the marathon to stay and
explore the City of the Arts ™. Travel Costa
Mesa offers complimentary shuttle
transportation to and from our partner hotels
for the race. With more than half of Travel
Costa Mesa partner hotels welcoming
runners in 2017, Costa Mesa rooms were
booked which represented 57% of total
rooms booked for the OC Marathon.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
In 2017, Travel Costa Mesa was able to develop a full year of public relations programming since hiring a full-time
Public Relations Manager in late 2016. Creating itineraries, curating media visits and developing content to tell
Costa Mesa’s story has allowed Travel Costa Mesa to enhance its messaging and brand awareness.
Costa Mesa’s brand focuses on the City of the Arts™ along with key brand pillars highlighting The Art of Dining,
The Art of the Stage and The Art of Shopping through various channels.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
It is just as important that we create brand recognition and
awareness amongst consumers as it is with our partners
within Costa Mesa. In fact, if our hotels, restaurants and
attractions understand what Costa Mesa offers to a visitor,
they are more likely to help share our message and extend
the messaging to their guests and media who visit.

TCM has created a Partner Email Newsletter that is focused
on sharing what we as a destination are doing to
promote our partners. This newsletter will be distributed
throughout the year, providing a roundup of
familiarization tours (FAMs) and media visits, media coverage
and new happenings in Costa Mesa.
In October 2017, we celebrated the grand opening of the Julianne & George Argyros Plaza. Travel Costa Mesa took
this opportunity to engage with partners throughout the city and Orange County, extending an invite to attend
the grand opening special event. TCM hosted 20 partners at Silver Trumpet Restaurant prior to the viewing of the
Bandaloop performance on the new Argyros stage at Segerstrom Center for the Arts.
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Costa Mesa City Line FAM with Hotel Partners
In 2017, the City of Costa Mesa, Anaheim
Resort Transit (ART) and Travel Costa Mesa
began to implement the new Costa Mesa
City Line, a free shuttle service awarded to
the City through a grant with OCTA. The
new service is free to riders and is targeted
toward employees who work and residents
who live in Costa Mesa. Visitors to Costa
Mesa can take advantage of easy
transportation from nearby hotels to popular
dining and retail areas of Costa Mesa, such as
The LAB and The CAMP. To help educate
users,ART conducted a FAM with Anaheim
and Costa Mesa hoteliers and will continue
to host these throughout the year.

Partnerships
Travel Costa Mesa also developed deliberate partnerships with other Orange
County destinations that have similar goals in building greater awareness of
Orange County and the many unique cities that make up the lesser-known
community that lies between Los Angeles and San Diego. These relationships
allow Travel Costa Mesa to maximize our efforts and gain further reach of our
destination message in a cost-effective manner.
Orange County Visitors Association as well as Visit California provide
opportunities for shared media visits amongst destinations throughout the county
and the state. Additionally, they conduct media missions to markets like LA, San
Francisco and New York where there are strong media markets, as well as
internationally to destinations including China, Mexico, Canada and more.
In 2017, Travel Costa Mesa partnered with Visit Buena Park, Visit Huntington
Beach, Destination Irvine and South Coast Plaza to produce Orange County
itineraries for media broadcast segments to be featured in drive and short-haul
flight markets.
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MEDIA RELATIONS

In April 2017, The Orange County
Register published a front-page
article dubbing Costa Mesa the
“Capital of Cool.” Referencing the
fact that the city is at the heart of
Orange County and is home to
award-winning chefs, shopping
centers like South Coast Plaza, and
The LAB Anti-Mall, the diverse
and expansive dining scene with
award-winning chefs, home to
theater and ballet, Costa Mesa is
truly a cosmopolitan city waiting to
be discovered. In fact, it is all of
these things that create unique
opportunities to host travel
journalists, fashion influencers and
culinary bloggers throughout the
year.

In 2017, 10 desk side appointments
were conducted with target media
in Los Angeles and San Diego,
including writers for the Los Angeles
Times, Modern Luxury, Westways,
Angeleno, TravelPulse and Just
Luxe. These media markets were
also targeted during the Indulge
tactical campaign in the fall/winter
to encourage travelers to stay and
shop in Costa Mesa. On a national
level, Travel Costa Mesa attended
Visit California’s media reception in
New York. Together with two dozen
destinations from throughout
California, Costa Mesa had the
opportunity to meet and greet nearly
100 travel writers and share a few key
messages with them about Costa Mesa.

Media Visits and FAM Tours
Global travelers, Millennials and Gen Xers prefer
unique and off-the-beaten-track vacations, according
to Visit California’s 2018 Market Blueprint. Additionally,
these travelers have a strong interest in visiting a new
destination every time. This doesn’t mean they won’t
return to California, or Orange County, it just means
they want to experience something new and different on
their next trip.
To extend the welcome for both international and
domestic visitors, Travel Costa Mesa conducts
frequent FAM tours. These tours, for travel agents, tour
operators and journalists include experiential
opportunities to immerse themselves in the destination.
In 2017, Travel Costa Mesa hosted 21 FAM tours for 76
travel agents, tour operators, journalists, broadcast
media and bloggers from the China and the Middle
East, as well as domestically from key markets within
the United States including San Francisco Bay Area,
Los Angeles, Pacific Northwest and New York City.
Representatives visited us from organizations including
a variety of Chinese our operators, Visit California and
United Airlines.

China Receptive Tour – Disneyland Resort
Participated in a reception with other OC destinations
to share Costa Mesa travel opportunities with more t
han 150 travel and tour operators and guides from L.A.

American Airlines China Tour Operators

China MICE Executives
Travel Costa Mesa hosted 9 Chinese corporate
meeting executives from Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou in partnership with OCVA.

China Advisory Board FAM
Costa Mesa hosted 15 travel executives from various cities
in China, representing United Airlines, Tuniu, Ctrip and
Utour World.
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MEDIA COVERAGE
Pretty Connected: Visit Costa Mesa, Orange County’s
Hidden Gem
By Lara Eurdolian
“Its 10-20 minute proximity to all the big name OC areas
I’ve been wanting to visit made it an attractive destination,
but it was their culinary, art and shopping scene that gives
this city its distinct personality.”
Just Luxe, “Enjoy a Luxury Shopping Getaway to Costa
Mesa’s City of the Arts™”
By Vicki Arkoff

Travel Costa Mesa
earned media
impressions of
304,605,513
through our 2018
media relations
efforts.*

Lucire – California’s Costa Mesa a New Dining Mecca
“And while sunshine and surfing are still viable reasons to
visit the south of Los Angeles paradise, the suburban city of
Costa Mesa…has cemented the OC as a bona fide foodie
and shopping mecca.”
Forbes Travel Guide – Top 10 Orange County
Attractions
Included shopping at South Coast Plaza and The LAB
and The CAMP; dining at SOCO and The OC Mix

*earned media impressions are estimated
based on average monthly distributions
and traffic. Where more exact numbers
can be provided, they have been.
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MEDIA COVERAGE CONTINUED
WE :) LIKE L.A.- Fun things to do in Costa Mesa on
an Excursionfrom LA
By Wilder Shaw
“The biggest surprise about this entire experience was not
just that I very easily filled up my day, but rather that I
found myself wishing I had left L.A. earlier so I would have
more time.”
An Emerald City Life – Shopping outside at Noguchi
Gardens
by Terumi Pong
“It truly is the secret garden of Orange County and I
hope more people find themselves here in the next little
while. And I totally wish more shopping plazas were
created as thoughtfully as this one.”
Pit Stop for Kids: How to Explore Orange County
Without Kids
by Amy Whitley
“Whereas I might have assumed I’d need to travel to Los
Angeles for quality theater, the Segerstrom impressed.
Begin your night with the prix fixe menu at Silver Trumpet,
located directly across the street from the theater.”
Orange County Business Journal – Travel Costa Mesa
Teams Up with Tesloop
SoCal Blogger Babes: Babecation in Costa Mesa
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MEDIA COVERAGE CONTINUED
Canadian Traveller Magazine, California Travel Guide; The ABC’s of the OC Family Fun
by Jennifer Hubert
“Segerstrom Center for the Arts is the beating heart of the city’s arts district and offers
kid-focused programming…From interactive storytelling to sing-alongs, shows are designed to
be enjoyed as a family outing.”
Thrillist, Wilder Shaw - Everything you need to do in LA this Winter
Take Advantage of Free Stuff in Costa Mesa
Just Luxe: Costa Mesa’s Culinary Arts Are Taking Off
By Beth Graham
“For foodies looking to really experience the area and hit up all of the best spots, check out
Eatcation itineraries by Travel Costa Mesa, an experience designed to show off the best of the
best.”
Bucket List Publications shared 10 Reasons why Costa Mesa should be on your bucket list.
1.South Coast Plaza
2. Segerstrom Center for the Arts
3. The CAMP
4. Maggiano’s Little Italy,
5. Ayres Hotel & Suites,
6. OC Fair & Event Center,
7. Trapzone Escape Rooms
8. The LAB
9. Victor Paul Salon and
10. Have Fun Tours
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®

940 S Coast Dr #265,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

ACCOLADES
Avenue of the Arts named an AAA 4-Diamond Hotel for the fourth year in a row.
The Pacific Amphitheatre at OC Fair & Events Center ranked #38 in Top 100 venues for worldwide ticket
sales by Pollstar.

How Costa Mesa Became the Capital of Cool was a featured story in the Orange County Register in 2017
Orange County Register’s Top 75 Best Places to Eat in Orange County feature 14 Costa Mesa restaurants.
2145 Pizza is one of 10 Best New Restaurants in Orange County in 2017 according to Orange County
Register food critic Brad Johnson.
“Best Food we Ate in Orange County in 2017” – Orange County Register story included menu items from
Taco Maria, Vaca and 2145 Pizza
LA Eater named 3 of Costa Mesa’s restaurants in the 10 Orange County restaurants worth the drive from
San Diego – Restaurant Marin, Taco Maria, Vaca
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Travel Costa Mesa’s
Mission, Vision and Key Objectives
In 1995, Travel Costa Mesa was formed as a nonprofit corporation formed to market the city
of Costa Mesa as a desirable, leisure overnight destination in Orange County.

Mission Statement
Travel Costa Mesa enhances and promotes the destination brand experience, further
increasing visitor spending for industry and community economic viability, sustainability and
quality of life.

Vision Statement
Travel Costa Mesa is the engaged destination marketing leader, supporting and selling the
city’s distinct visitor brand experiences and advocating community tourism benefits.

Travel Costa Mesa’s Key Objective
Increase brand awareness for the city of Costa Mesa as a desirable, overnight, leisure, Orange
County destination.

ACCOLADES
Costa Mesa included in Forbes Top 10 Places to Visit in Orange County.
Bravo’s “The Feast” features Costa Mesa in Food Scenes on the West Coast (It’s Not Where You Think) –
Hana Re, Blackmarket Bakery, Vaca
Taco Maria ranks #5 in the Top 10 list of the Restaurants in 2017 list in the Los Angeles Times as selected by
Pulitzer Prize winner Jonathan Gold.
2145 Pizza made the Top 10 New Restaurants in 2017 list by Brad Johnson in the Orange County Register.
Water Grill named Best Seafood – Gayot.com 10 Best Orange County Restaurants.

Gayot.com added Case Barilla, Center 360 and The Crack Shack to its Top 10 New and Notable Restaurants
in Orange County.
Orange County’s Golden Foodie Awards named Costa Mesa’s Old Vine Café for Best Brunch and Sgt.
Pepperoni’s for Best Lunch Spot.
Travel & Leisure name The Straw OC as the #1 Best Milkshake in America.
Orange Coast Magazine recognizes three of Costa Mesa’s cooking schools in its 6 Best Cooking Classes
in O.C.
FoodandWine.com and Thrillist named The Crack Shack amongst the Best Fried Chicken in the U.S.
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